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Respect, Belonging, Fun - Engagement in Learning

Leadership News
As we head towards the end of Term 1, we would like to extend thanks to all
of our students and families for a wonderful start to the year. Our students
have consistently shown our school values of respect, belonging and fun
engaged learning, and also regularly show kindness and consideration to
their peers. Our teachers and staff have worked very hard to provide a quality
wellbeing and social skills program at the beginning of the year which will
continue throughout the year. It has made a very positive difference.
Classroom learning programs are in full swing, and staff are working hard to
provide relevant, interesting and challenging learning tasks for students. Our
students are well engaged in their learning and have shown some wonderful
progress already.
This year Harmony Day is on Sunday 21st March. At The Pines School we
will be celebrating tomorrow, on Friday 19th. Students will be involved in
learning about aspects of different cultures in their classes. At our school,
everyone belongs, and to celebrate our diversity, students are invited to wear
something orange or their national dress/costumes on the day. All
classes will have an opportunity to decorate some river pebbles which will be
used to make a harmony path in our school yard.

Music has become a big part of our school and we have many students learning a range of instruments, from recorder to guitar to drums. In addition to
this, we have had an outstanding response to our newest instrumental music program. We had 30 applications, and 10 students were selected into the
new program, which includes flute, clarinet, trumpet, and trombone. We look
forward to following the progress of these students.
Swimming lessons for Receptions to Year 5 will begin next week for Week 9
and 10. Swimming is an important skill for all children to have, so we are
hoping to see all of our students attend. Please make sure your child has all
of their belongings named, so that any lost items can be returned to the
owner.
Lastly, we are very excited about our new school fence going up around the
oval, which will be finished in the next 2 weeks. This will mean that gates will
be open on Hemming Street and the back of the oval in the mornings and
afternoons for parent and student access. The Education Department has
funded the new fence after feedback from the community. The school
Governing Council and School Leadership Team have worked hard to make
the fence a reality, and we will be very pleased when it is competed.
Alicia Phillips
Numeracy and Aboriginal Education Senior Leader

Parking on Andrew Smith Drive
Could parents/caregivers please refrain from parking in the Bus Zone Area,
in the mornings and after school. The Bus Zone is in front of the double
gates down from the school crossing. Thank you
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Interesting Article ...
The below article by Rebecca Baker appeared in The Advertiser, Sunday Mail on March 7, 2021.
The Principal thought it was worth sharing with our school community.

Old Scholar from The Pines
This week we had a visit from Mark Baylon, an old
scholar from The Pines, who attended our school
from Years 3 – 7. He also came back in Year 10
to do work experience at our school. He has
fulfilled his childhood aspiration of becoming a
commercial aviation pilot. He is licensed to fly
aircrafts up to 5700kgs.
Currently Mark is completing his double degree:
a Diploma and a Bachelor in Aviation at The
University of South Australia, which will be
completed later this year.
Congratulations to
childhood dreams.
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Here is a photo of Mark with his younger sister,
Elisha.

Room 46 and 47 have been joining together on Mondays to do
music and singing. Here they are enjoying the music lesson
using the school’s new instruments and the Fun Music
Company program.
They are pictured here using castanets, claves and finger
cymbals making lovely music.

This week our student reporters have observed some learning in one of our Year 4 classrooms. They
have also enjoyed harvesting the produce from our gardens and working as a team to cook some
delicious food.
Here is what our reporters Amelia, Jaxon, Annabel and Jamie have to report in this edition of The Pines
School Newsletter.
Spotlight on Learning in Room 29
Jaxon from Room 26
This week our school reporters did a spotlight on learning in Room 29. In the morning lesson, the
students were learning about grammar with Miss Manju. The students told me they were learning about
verbs and how this was going to help with the subject English as they got older.
In lesson 3, the students were doing guided reading. Some of the groups were using the reading
strategies ‘prior knowledge’ and ‘predicting’. The students said that using ‘prior knowledge’ would help
them with understanding the book they were reading. Students also said that they can use predicting
when looking at the front cover of the book to help them understand what the book will be about.
In the last lesson of the day, students did art. Their topic was Ming Vases. Students said they were
designing their own Ming Vases by using repeated patterns and a special painting technique.
Amelia from Room 32
Some things I noticed in Room 29 while doing this spotlight on learning was that all the students in the
class collaborated well when Jaxon and I were in the class. In English I noticed that some of the things
the year 4’s were learning about were the same as the Year 6’s and I wondered why? I found out one
reason why and that is because it’s good to keep revising the important things you have already learnt
so you don’t forget them.
Amelia interviewed some students about their learning:
English lesson interviews:
Selena said that they were learning about saying, mental and relational verbs.
Learning this will help us with our writing.
Jaytee said they were learning about different types of verbs. This will help students use the right verbs.
Deepika said during guided reading that they were using their ‘prior knowledge’. It helps them with
their reading and the more prior knowledge you have the better you are able to understand the book.
Emma also said they were learning using prior knowledge. It helps her understand the text and it
will help her picture it as well.
Art lesson interviews:
Emily said they were learning about Ming vases. It will help students become artists.
Eric said they were doing a jar and had to make the layers of it thick. Art makes Eric feel happy,
because it’s fun.

Photos of student learning in Room 29:

Cooking with Potatoes from Our School Gardens
Jamie from Room 37:
Mr Mark delivered three full buckets of freshly dug up potatoes from the school gardens for students to
cook. Some Year 5 and 6 students joined the reporters to make a cooking crew. The cooking crew
included Amelia, Jaxon, Annabel and me. The students who joined us were Makenzie from Room 26 and
Ella and Jaida from Room 25.
We worked together to cook two spectacular dishes called potato rosti and potato bake. We used graters
to grate the potatoes for the rosti and we sliced potatoes, onions and grated cheese for the bake. There
were certain people with specific jobs. Jaida, Ella, Annabel, Amelia and I grated potatoes for the rosti.
Additional jobs included grating cheese and squeezing out moisture from the grated potatoes. We also
baked the potato bake and fried the rosti. Frying the rosti is where I messed up by breaking it when we
tried to flip it. It was hard because the rosti was big and hot which made it seem impossible to flip. Our
theory was right because we did break it, but it was still yummy even in broken pieces.
When we were making the bake, Makenzie and Jaxon had tears in their eyes from cutting the onions.
When we were putting the potato bake ingredients into the baking dish, we added the sliced potatoes and
cheese in layers. When we had almost finished doing this, we suddenly realised that we hadn’t added the
onion, so we threw it on top and just mixed it in before we finally put it in the oven.
We all worked exceptionally well to do the cleaning and washing up.
We really enjoyed eating the potato rosti and potato bake and we made enough to share with some of our
classes.
Annabel from Room 33:
Here are the cooks. Jaxon, Jamie, Mackenzie, Amelia,
Annabel, Jaida and Ella with the potato bake ready to

Jamie, Ella and Jaida enjoying the potato

Here are the potatoes we
started with. They had to
be grated for the rosti.

We all did lots of grating and slicing potatoes.
We scraped potato into bowls.

Jamie getting ready to flip the rosti.
The potato bake before it went into the
oven to cook.

We all helped clean up. We did the dishes and wiped
down all the benches.

Canteen News
Qkr Ordering Update
Lunch orders can be made as usual through the canteen on
swimming weeks. We change to different lunch times for all
classes.
To cancel lunch orders that have already been ordered and
paid for:

1. Open Qkr App and tap activity.

2. Scroll down to order history and sign in with your
password.

3. Tap the red circle on the right side of the order to be

cancelled. You can select the entire order or individual
items and then press OK.

4. You can cancel any order made by 9am.
If you need to cancel after this time please contact the
canteen.
If you take your child home early the lunch order can be

